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Introduction
Empirical research over the past two decades has seen a huge increase in interest in non-linear dynamics in macroeconomic and financial time-series. Although the belief in the non-linear (asymmetric, across up-and down-moves) behaviour of the business cycle has been long-held (e.g., Keynes, 1936) , it is only over this recent time frame that a consistent body of work has been established examining and testing such dynamics.
Arguably, this was initiated by business cycle researchers (see, for example, DeLong and Summers, 1986; Falk, 1986; Sichel, 1989 Sichel, , 1993 ; Teräsvirta and Anderson, 1992; Beudry and Koop, 1993) and was then extended to the search for non-linear dynamics within financial variables, including stock returns (see, for example, Martens, Kofman and Vorst, 1998; Perez-Quiros and Timmermann, 2000; Leung et al, 2000 ; Maasoumi and Racine, 2002; Shively, 2003 and Bredin and Hyde, 2005) and interest rate dynamics (e.g., reached wildly different conclusions as to the usefulness of nonlinear models. For instance, Sarantis (2007) has predicted UK stock returns using smooth transition autoregressive (STR) models. McMillan (2001) demonstrates that a smooth-transition model for dividend yield predictability of stock returns provides an improved in-sample fit over a linear predictive regression. McMillan (2003) similarly demonstrates the usefulness of the smooth-transition model in predicting UK stock returns with a variety of macroeconomic variables, thus using a similar context to this paper. However, the forecasting exercise in McMillan (2003) is limited in terms of breadth of models entertained and of metrics employed (considering only the root mean squared error) in comparison to the extensive exercise here. Bredin and Hyde (2005) show that the improvement in forecasting performance of the non-linear smooth transition model for UK stock returns (as well as seven other markets) is largely limited to direction (sign) forecasting, but overall, there is little improvement over the linear model. Further evidence on the need to model non-linear dynamics is provided by Timmermann (2003, 2005) and Hyde (2008, 2009 ) who employ a Markov-switching approach. Guidolin and Timmermann (2003) demonstrate that accounting for regimes in U.K. stock returns leads to improved forecasting performance, while Guidolin and Timmermann (2005) establishes the need for nonlinear dynamics in both stock and bond returns and that the predictability from such models yields considerable effects on optimal asset allocation. 1 Needless to say, even though each of the papers listed above did pursue a valuable goal in exploring in depth the forecasting performance (or the economic value, for instance in dynamic asset allocation applications) of specific nonlinear families of models, there are inherent limits in a literature that has so far refrained from performing a systematic assessment of the predictive, out-of-sample potential of simple linear models, relatively complex nonlinear frameworks, and a few standard benchmarks typical of the forecasting literature. This paper seeks to improve upon the existing literature on the predictability of UK financial series in two ways. First, we consider a wider set of non-linear models than the above cited papers, including both the smooth-transition and Markov-switching models, but also including threshold and ARCH models.
As we have seen, most of these models has been considered in isolation by specific papers, but a genuine, wide-ranging horse race involving these alternative non-linear frameworks is novel. In fact, we also introduce a new family of logistic smooth-transition models in which the transition variable is not simply selected to correspond to one of the predictors, but it is instead assumed to be either a linear prediction for the asset return series to be forecast or a GARCH-style variance prediction to be jointly obtained (estimated) with the smooth-transition conditional mean model itself. Second, we entertain a wider range of forecast evaluation metrics than considered in the above papers, including standard measures of the forecast error, measures of forecast equality and measures of the forecast sign. In particular, we do not limit ourselves to rank models based on their recursive out of sample predictive accuracy, but also deploy an array of formal 1 There is also a growing literature that has shown the existence of nonlinear dynamics in higher-order moments in UK financial returns, especially in stock return volatility. See e.g., Alexander and Lazer (2009) . However, in our paper we are mostly interested in forecasting the level (mean) of asset returns, although it is clear that economic applications will often equally benefit from precise and timely forecasts of the entire density of returns, as in Guidolin and Timmermann (2005) . testing procedures to test whether our UK financial data contain any evidence allowing us to reject the null of no differential predictive accuracy between linear and non-linear models.
To highlight our key findings we find strong evidence that non-linear models not only provide better predictive performance than linear specifications for both stocks and bonds do, but also that that performance is significantly better in a statistical sense. In particular, we find convincing evidence in support of Markov switching-type non-linear models. Other nonlinear frameworks (e.g., a Logistic STR model in which switches are governed by one lag of a short-term interest rate) offer appreciably accurate forecasting performances, but these other models that have been widely studied in the literature rarely represent a threat to the accuracy of relatively simple, Markov switching predictive regressions. In particular, Diebold-Mariano tests show that Markov switching models consistently outperform all other models, both linear and non-linear. The exceptions are few and essentially simply that under a square loss function it may hard to tell apart the Markov switching models from a few Logistic STR models. While this finding holds irrespective of the assumed loss function (square and the linex) in the case of bond return forecasts, this is not the case for stock return forecasts, where the finding of diffuse rejections of the null hypotheses of equal predictive accuracy involving the Markov switching models applies only under a square loss function.
In a sense, this can be taken to imply that bond returns are "easier" to predict (better than simple linear models do) than stock returns are. Additional (Giacomini and White, 2006) tests that avoid some of the statistical limitations affecting the classical Diebold-Mariano tests, lead to another interesting qualification, that also applies to bond return forecasts: the data may not contain sufficient evidence of heterogeneous recursive predictive performance at a 12-month horizon, when models seem instead to become very hard to tell apart. However, our baseline finding that for short prediction horizons, bond returns (and to some extent, stock returns) can be predicted more accurately using nonlinear frameworks (and especially Markov switching models) appears robust to all these tests and further robustness checks, detailed in the main body of the paper.
The remainder of the paper is set out as follows: Section two presents the various forecasting models considered while section three provides details of the evaluation metrics. Section four describes the data.
The main empirical results and several robustness checks are presented and analysed in section five. Section six concludes.
The Forecasting Models
Our objective is to investigate a comprehensive set of alternative linear and non-linear specifications. The selected models cover standard benchmarks, linear models, GARCH and non-linear regime switching and threshold models. Since many of these models are common in the literature we only review them briefly.
Linear, GARCH-type and benchmark models
In the class of linear models, we first consider a simple linear regression that projects asset returns at time t + h (h ≥ 1) on the macroeconomic variables that belong to the time t information set (I t )
where j equals either s (stocks) or b (bonds), X t ≡ [r j t dy t ∆i t T ERM t ∆s t ∆oil t π t ∆ip t ∆u t ] , and j t+h is a martingale difference sequence. 2 The unknown parameters α j h and β j h are indexed by both the forecast horizon, h, and by the asset market under analysis, j, whether stock or bond. Potential autoregressive effects in Equation (1) are accounted for by the inclusion of the current, time t value of the asset return r j t , in the vector of predictors X t . Linear models such as Equation (1) are the bedrock of the predictability literature, see Guidolin and Ono (2006) , Rapach, Wohar, and Rangvid (2005) and references therein.
The choice of prediction variables is driven by prior empirical literature on macro factors and predictability. While much initial evidence derives from the U.S., e.g., Chen, Roll and Ross (1986) and Fama and French (1988 and French ( , 1989 , in the U.K., Poon and Taylor (1991) , Clare and Thomas (1994), Black and Fraser (1995) and Pesaran and Timmermann (2000) establish the importance of several macroeconomic factors for explaining and predicting stock returns including inflation, industrial production, oil price changes, the term spread, interest rates, and the dividend yield. Moreover, these variables relate to our intuitive financial understanding as these are the variables that would impact upon the cash flows or discount rates of the financial assets and therefore we would expect there to be a potential relationship. For example, variables such as output or unemployment would have a direct impact on a firm's earnings and therefore its dividend payments and hence an effect on its share price. Similarly, variables such as inflation and interest rates would have a direct impact on the discount rate at which cash flows are discounted to establish the price of both stocks and bonds, and of course, each variable may have an indirect impact upon cash flows and discount rates.
We also consider augmenting the linear specification by allowing time-varying predictions of asset return volatility to affect conditional mean forecasts. Specifically we estimate GARCH-in-Mean models
whereσ j t+h is a prediction at time t of the volatility of the return of asset j at time t + h. We consider three alternative specifications for the conditional variance, a GARCH(1,1), an EGARCH(1,1) and a Threshold GARCH (1, 1) . Further we also estimate each of these specifications assuming the residuals are distributed (i) normally and (ii) student-t. In the latter case, the parameter capturing the number of degrees of freedom is also estimated by MLE. 2 The predictor variables contained with the vector Xt are precisely defined in Section 4. Running quickly through the list, they are the lagged asset return, the dividend yield, the change in short-term nominal rate, the riskless term spreads, the change in log-effective exchage rate, the change log-price of oil, the inflation rate, and the change in unemployment rate.
Finally, we supplement these linear frameworks, with a number of standard benchmarks prevalent in the literature. These are a simple a random walk with drift model and a basic autoregressive model, both with and without the addition of GARCH-in-Mean effects.
Markov Switching Models
The financial press often refers to the existence of financial market states as "bull" and "bear" markets, see Guidolin and Timmermann (2005) . Consequently we allow the predictive relationship between stock and bond returns and a set of macroeconomic variables to depend on a set of unobservable states that follow a first-order Markov process:
where the constant α j h,St , the regression coefficients in β j h,St , and the variance h j t+h,St all depend on an unobservable state variable S j t , an indicator variable taking values 1, 2, ...k, where k is the number of states. We consider both the homoskedastic case i.e., the variance is independent of the state (MS model, h j t+h,St = h j t+h ) and also the presence of heteroskedasticity in the form of regime-specific variances (MSH model). We assume that S j t follows a first-order Markov chain with moves between states governed by a constant transition probability matrix, P j , with generic element p j il defined as
i.e., the probability of switching to state l between t and t + 1 given that at time t the market is in state i. We impose and estimate simple two-state predictive regressions in which k = 2 . From an economic viewpoint, this restriction implies that financial markets may switch between two alternative predictive environments, so that, for instance, while some predictors may affect subsequent asset returns in one of the two regimes, this does not have to be the case in the remaining regime. Moreover, while a given predictor may affect future asset returns with a sign in one regime, the model is flexible enough to accommodate an impact with opposite sign in the other regime. 3
Threshold and Smooth Transition Regime Switching Models
An alternative approach to Markov switching models where the switching variable remains unobservable is the family of non-linear regime-switching models where the transition variable is observed. First, we consider the Heaviside threshold (TAR) model of Tong (1983) that allows for abrupt switching depending on whether the transition variable is above or below the threshold:
i.e. each of the two regimes applies dependent on whether g(X t ), a function of the predictors in X t , exceeds or not an estimated threshold c j . 4 For instance, the logic of a TAR model may be as follows: high IP growth has a negative effect on future bond returns as long as monetary policy is tight, as revealed by the fact that short-term rates exceed some (endogenously determined) threshold c j ; otherwise high IP growth rates forecast positive future bond returns.
In addition to TAR models we also consider smooth transition regression models. Whilst the TAR model imparts an abrupt non-linear behavior dependent on the threshold variable(s), the smooth-transition model allows for possible gradual movement between regimes. These models capture two types of adjustment.
First, the parameters of the model change depending upon whether the transition variables is above or below the threshold value. Second, the parameters of the model change depending upon the distance between the transition variable and the threshold value. The general STR model is given by
where 0 ≤ F (e i X t ) ≤ 1 is the transition function and the i-th variable in X t (selected by the product e i X t ) acts as the transition variable. 5 The smooth transition is perhaps theoretically more appealing than threshold models that impose an abrupt switch in parameter values since traders are likely to switch their trading patterns at slightly different times (thus leading to smooth transitions in asset return dynamics) rather than all simultaneously (abrupt transition).
The STR model allows different types of market behavior depending on the nature of the transition function. Among the possible transition functions, the logistic has received considerable attention in the literature because it allows differing behavior depending on whether the transition variable is above or below the threshold value and is given by the following, where the full model is referred to as the Logistic STR (or LSTR) model
ρ j is an estimated smoothing parameter and c j is the estimated threshold. This function allows the parameters to change monotonically with e i X t . In the limit, as ρ j → ∞, F (e i X t ) becomes a Heaviside function and Equation (6) reduces to the TAR model; as ρ j → 0, Equation (6) becomes linear. 4 In the simplest case the function g(·) simply extracts one (threshold) variable from Xt. Our baseline TAR model is homoskedastic, i.e., governed by independently and identically normally distributed random shocks. We have also experimented with heteroskedastic versions, finding qualitatively similar out-of-sample prediction performance. 5 As with the TAR model, F (e i Xt) can be generalized to F (g(Xt)).
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Still within the STR class, the exponential function allows differing behavior depending on the distance from the threshold value, with the resulting model referred to as the Exponential STR (or ESTR) model,
where the parameters in Equation (8) ESTR models in turn with a different transition variable corresponding to each predictor in X t ≡ [r j t dy t ∆i t T ERM t ∆s t ∆oil t π t ∆ip t ∆u t ] and select the variable that produces the smallest sum of squared residuals. In order to select the threshold value for TAR models, we follow the general procedure in Chan (1993) where possible threshold values (from the middle 70% of the ordered series) are selected with the models in Equations (5) and (6) estimated and the threshold chosen as the one that minimizes the sum of squared residuals. In addition to the above procedures we also consider a further transition variable: a prediction of the dependent variable rather than just using one (or a combination of) the predictors.
Specifically, we estimate a linear version of the predictive regression model (i.e., Equation (1)) and obtain the fitted values for the dependent variable, which are in turn used as the transition variable in the TAR and STR models. These models are often abbreviated as TAR-SRF and STR-SRF in Section 5. Finally, we also estimate a LSTR-GARCH model and allow the fitted GARCH(1,1) variance to act as the transition variable
in which j t is assumed to be conditionally normal, and j t |I t ∼ N (0, h j t ), so that η j t is standard normal. In Equation (9) the regimes switches are defined according to the fact that the volatility is currently predicted to be high or low. Such a model is only estimable with the STR conditional mean model, where joint estimation is required in order to obtain the transition value c j . Equation (9) becomes comparable to Markov switching heteroskedastic models in Equation (3) because the second moment contributes to the definition of the regime, along with the conditional mean. This models are abbreviated as STR-GARCH (1, 1) in Section 5. 6 
Evaluation Methodologies: Testing for Superior Predictive Accuracy
To evaluate the forecasting outcomes from the various linear and non linear models, we employ a wide array of alternative performance measures and procedures for testing the null of equal predictive accuracy across pairs of models. Here, we briefly describe these measures and testing methodologies.
Define the time t forecast error from model µ, at horizon h, and for asset j (i.e., stocks or bonds) as e j,µ t,t+h = r j t+h −r j,µ t,t+h ,
wherer j,µ t,t+h comes from any of the 25 alternative models -linear and non-linear -defined in Section 2. For each combination defined by market, model, and horizon, we proceed to compute six different measures of prediction accuracy ("performance"):
where T is the total sample size available for the recursive out-of-sample prediction exercise.
2. Forecast Error Bias. The bias is just the signed sample mean of all forecast errors:
Clearly, a large, signed value of the bias indicates a systematic tendency of a forecast function to either over-or under-predict asset returns.
Forecast Error Variance (FEV).
While the definition is obvious,
one useful fact is that F EV j,µ h + [Bias j,µ h ] 2 = M SF E j,µ h , i.e. large MSFEs (poor performance) may derive from either high forecast error variance or from large average bias.
Mean Absolute Forecast Error (MAFE).
The formula is similar to the RMSFE, with the difference that signs are neutralized using absolute values and not by squaring:
As it is well known, this statistics is more robust to the presence of outliers than RMSFE. 9 5. Mean Percent Forecast Error (MPFE). MPFE measures the sample mean of errors expressed as a percentage of the realized values:
Similarly to the bias statistic, also MPFE is a signed measure of prediction accuracy -the only difference being that MPFE is a scaled measure. 6 . Success Ratio (SR). The success ratio is the proportion of times that the sign of r j t and of a forecast from a given model µ are the same:
where I {r j t+hr j,µ t,t+h >0} is an indicator variables that take unit value when r j t+h andr j,µ t,t+h have the same sign. As often argued in empirical finance, for many trading strategies it is more important that a forecast function may deliver predictions with a correct sign than predictions which are quantitatively very accurate (i.e., it may be better to miss the forecast by much getting the sign of the future return right than missing the sign and proposing a relatively accurate forecast with an incorrect sign indication).
However a basic ranking of forecasting models based on any of these six measures is unlikely to prove decisive: the fact that model M 1 proves more accurate than model M 2 does not imply that the null hypothesis that the difference between M 1 and M 2 is zero may be rejected in statistical terms. Consequently, we employ four different methodologies to test whether any differences may be supported in statistical terms.
First, we consider the Mincer and Zarnowitz (1969) regression:
where ξ j,µ t,t+h is a martingale difference sequence with constant variance σ 2 ξ . A "good" (sometimes said to be unbiased) forecast model implies that ϕ j h,0 = 0 and ϕ j h,1 = 1; and also the regression R 2 should be high, ideally close to one (i.e., a good forecast function ought to explain most of the variation in the predicted variable). Hence we report: (i) the R 2 from regression (17); (ii) the p-values of standard t-tests of the separate null hypotheses that ϕ j h,0 = 0 and ϕ j h,1 = 1; (iii) the p-value from an F-test of the composite hypothesis that simultaneously ϕ j h,0 = 0 and ϕ j h,1 = 1. Second, Pesaran and Timmermann (1992) propose a non-parametric market-timing (PT) test to investigate whether a model has economic value in forecasting the "direction" of asset price movements. In fact, one of the problems with the Mincer and Zarnowitz's test is that its small-sample properties heavily rely on parametric assumptions concerning ξ j,µ t,t+h and has only a weak connection to the practical uses of forecasts of stock and bond returns in financial markets. In particular, as discussed earlier, market traders may use forecasts not really to place bets based on the level of the forecast, but on their signs. The PT statistic overcomes these limitations and is based on computingP j,µ h , an estimate of the probability that r j t+h and its forecastr j,µ t,t+h have the same sign "conditional" on independence of r j t+h from its forecast,
The PT statistic is then computed as
where SR j,µ h is the success ratio for model µ at horizon h. 7 Using its asymptotic distribution, the PT statistic is used to the null hypothesis that r j t+h andr j,µ t,t+h are independently distributed. The connection to our goals in this paper comes from noting that when r j t+h andr j,µ t,t+h are independently distributed, clearly model µ has no predictive power for the sign of r j t+h . Third, we adopt Diebold and Mariano's (1995) equal predictive accuracy test. This allows the testing of 
with the DM statistic defined as
The standard error of the loss differential is calculated using the standard Newey-West estimator. to losses than to gains) but also for regulatory purposes (e.g. value-at-risk and capital requirement issues).
vDF propose the following three types of weighting functions, W it , which effectively penalize forecasts errors for extreme observations in both tails, left tail only, 9 and right tail only,
where φ(·) is the probability density function of the forecast target variable, r j t , and Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the forecast target variable. In practise, the probability density function in the first weight is computed by applying a kernel smoothing method based on the normal kernel function while the empirical cumulative distribution function is used for the other weights. vDF suggest employing a standard Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator to compute the φ(·). As in vDF (2003), we employ all observations of the target variable in the whole sample period (1979:02-2007:01) to estimate φ(·) and Φ(·). Once a selection of a weighting function W it is made, the DF statistics (sometimes also referred to as a modified, weighted-DM statistic, W-DM), is given by a simple weighted average loss differential of two competing models, M 1 and M 2 , divided by its standard deviation,
Here, the DF statistic is computed with a square loss function and the three different weighting functions as in van Dijk and Franses (2003) . Similar to the DM statistic, the DF statistic has an asymptotic standard normal distribution under the usual assumption of forecasting errors. In particular, the following one-side tests are performed
which in words means that model M 1 outperforms (under-performs) model M 2 .
Finally, Giacomini and White (2006, henceforth GW) argue that standard out-sample predictive ability tests are not necessarily appropriate for real-time forecast methods. Given forecast errors are usually generated from parametric models that have to be recursively estimated over time, any differential loss function will be probably polluted by errors caused by estimation uncertainty concerning the parameters of the underlying models. 10 GW shift the focus from the unconditional mean of differences in loss functions (as in Equation (20)) across prediction models to the conditional expectation of such differences across forecast methods, i.e. from the null
under true parameter values (i.e. probability limits of parameter estimates), to under the estimated parameters of models M 1 and M 2 . GW's approach delivers a few interesting payoffs, for instance conditional tests directly account for the effects of parameter uncertainty by expressing the null H o directly in terms of estimated parameters and fixed estimation windows. 11
In the case h = 1 Giacomini and White (2006) exploit the fact that the null is equivalent to stating
} is a martingale difference sequence, implying that for all measurable functions g t in the information set at time t it should be E g t · dif f M 1 ,M 2 t,j,h = 0. 12 They show that given a set of q measurable functions g t , the null of equal conditional predictive ability (CPA) for a pair of models M 1 , M 2 can be tested using the statistic
where
Under regularity conditions, GW
. The power properties of the tests obviously depend on the choice of test functions in g t , although it is also clear that rejections of H o with respect to some set of functions g t may give indications as to ways in which the forecasting performance could be improved. As 
The Pseudo Out-of-Sample Experiment
We consider a recursive pseudo out-of-sample experiment. We recursively estimate the 25 models defined in At each date we produce asset return forecasts for three alternative horizons, h = 1, 3 and 12 months. For instance, at the end of 1995:01 we compute forecasts for stock and bond returns for 1995:02, 1995:04, and 1996:01. This implies that for each combination of model, horizon, country, and asset-type one will produce 145 − h forecasts to be recorded and used for evaluation purposes (i.e., 144 for 1-month, 142 for 3-month and 133 for 12-month horizon forecasts). In the interests of brevity we report results for h = 1 and 12 months only, although complete results are available from the Authors upon request. 11 Formally, GW test is not inconsistent with an expanding estimation window provided that a rule is set for to stop the process of window expansion before T → ∞. 12 In the case h ≥ 2, {dif f µ 1 ,µ 2 t,j,h } is not a martingale difference sequence but ∀gt in the information set, {gt · dif f µ 1 ,µ 2 t,j,h } should be "finitely correlated", i.e. uncorrelated after a certain number of lags.
Data
We use monthly data on asset returns and a standard set of predictive variables sampled over the period 1979:02 -2007:01. The data are obtained from Datastream and Global Financial Database. The series we collect are stock (r stock t ) and bond (r bond t ) returns, the log-dividend yield on equities (dy t ), changes in the short-term interest rate (3-month Treasury bill yields, ∆i t ), the term spread (T erm t ) defined as the difference between long-(10 year) and the short-term (3-month bill) government bond yields, the change in the effective log-exchange rate (∆s t ), the CPI inflation rate (π t ), changes in log-oil prices (∆oil t ), industrial production growth (∆IP t ), and the change in the unemployment rate (∆u t ). Inflation, industrial production growth and the unemployment rates are seasonally adjusted using the X-11 adjustment procedure of Stock and Watson (2003) . An Appendix provides details of the data sources, series construction and the series mnemonics.
Summary statistics for all the variables are presented in Table 1 . In common with our understanding of financial asset returns, both stock and bond returns are characterised by a large standard deviation compared to their mean and significant non-normality (in particular excess kurtosis). Table 1 provides summary statistics for the data. Data on nominal stock and bond returns display typical features wellknown in the literature. In annualized terms, mean stock returns are 14.3% with a volatility of 16.3%; mean bond returns are 9.9% with an annualized volatility of 5.2%. While the bond return series does exhibit significant autocorrelation in both levels and squares, the stock returns do not, which is not atypical when equity returns are sampled at a monthly frequency. With regard to the predictor variables, each exhibits varying degrees of non-normality. Again, with respect to the financial-based predictors (the change in the short-term rate and the term spread) these have a standard deviation larger than their mean. Noticeably, there is also large variability in our (monthly) measure of output. Finally, most of the predictor variables exhibit significant autocorrelation in both levels and squares. Moreover, this may lend some support to the view of Ferson and Harvey (1991) that asset returns predictability arises from predictability in the variables that form the information set, i.e. variables such as output and interest rates, which in part determine stock returns are themselves predictable. Table 2 presents an overview of the forecast results for one-and twelve-step ahead forecasting exercises. In particular, separately for stocks and bonds, it presents the "top three" models on the basis of the different forecast evaluation metrics of Section 3. This means that in correspondence to each metric and asset type we have ranked the 25 models introduced in Section 2 and in the table we now report the three best models in the ranking. With respect to stock returns, the Markov-switching models feature highly in the top two or three best models across nearly all forecast metrics and for both one-step ahead and twelve-step ahead forecasts. In particular, looking at the one-step ahead forecasts, the MS or MSH models rank in the top two at the one-step ahead forecast ten out of a possible twelve times. In contrast, the smooth-transition models only rank as high as third or fourth, while ARCH-based models rank also quite well, especially when combined within simple random walk benchmarks. Purely linear models only appear well down the rankings. In the case of stocks, out of 36 available "top three" spots in the ranking (3 × 6 forecast criteria × 2 horizons), MS or MSH appear 20 times. This is even more impressive than a 20/36 ratio, since it is clear that MS and MSH may at most occupy 2 × 6 × 2 = 24 spots. To further stress how impressive this ranking performance is, notice that the next best model is a Logistic STR model with switching variable represented by the lagged T-bill rate, which appears 4 times out of a possible 12.
Out-of-Sample Results
The qualitative findings in the case of prediction of bond returns are similar. The MS and MSH models again perform well, being ranked in the "top three" models another 20 times out of a possible 24. Differently from before, smooth-transition models only achieve a "top three" status 3 times (if one clusters together logistic and exponential STR models) and especially, ARCH models rank consistently in the middle and lower orders. The purely linear homoskedastic model and a homoskedastic random walk with drift perform quite well, ranking in the top three 4 times, while this count achieves 7 when the random walk is augmented to include ARCH terms. Interestingly, these ranking exercises fail to find any systematic differences across the rankings for predictive performances obtained for h = 1 and h = 12. Overall, these results overwhelmingly support the superiority of the non-linear models and the Markov-switching model in particular for forecasting UK stock and bond returns. Table 3 presents the full set of results from which the summaries in Table 2 are distilled. Furthermore, this table also presents some additional forecast evaluations. Panel A reports the evaluations of the stock return forecasts for both h = 1 and 12. Panel B reports the same for bond returns. In particular, we present forecast accuracy assessments using the PT and MZ techniques. The PT test, as with the success ratio, focuses on forecasting the correct sign, and can be defined as a market-timing test. The MZ test is similar in spirit to mean squared error based metrics and measures whether the models provide unbiased forecasts and the extent to which they explain variation in actual returns. These results are again supportive of non-linear models, and of Markov switching models in particular. Looking at stock returns the MS and smooth-transition models notably perform well on the PT test for the one-step ahead forecasts, while these models also produce the highest R-squared values in the MZ test. Even though the linear models do perform reasonably well with regard to the individual coefficient results in the MZ test, suggesting that these models do provide unbiased forecasts even if they are not the most accurate. The results for bond returns are similar, with the Markov-switching models performing well on the basis of the PT test and the R-squared in the MZ test while the linear based models perform better in terms of the coefficient results of the MZ test though the joint hypothesis test strongly rejects the null in all cases. In fact, the MZ test leads to a rather negative assessment of the performance of all regime switching models, including TAR, STR, and Markov switching ones. These are all "rejected" in the sense that the null hypotheses of ϕ j h,0 = ϕ j h,1 = 0 are all rejected, both in individual and joint tests, and with p-values which are essentially nil. On the contrary, for bond returns it is especially the simplest models (such as AR (1), the random walk, and linear predictive regressions) that most easily "pass" the MZ tests, especially at the h = 12 horizon. 15 5.1. Tests of Equal Predictive Accuracy Tables 2 and 3 report results under each of the 6 metrics described in Section 3 and additionally give results for the application of the Pesaran-Timmermann and Mincer-Zarnowitz tests to each of the 25 predictive models entertained in this paper (and in the earlier literature). However, as can be seen from these tables, according to a number of forecast metrics the differences in performance between the best models and the closest followers tends to be relatively small. For instance, it is doubtful whether the difference between the MAFE of the second best performing model under h = 1 for stock returns (MSH, with a mean of 2.58%) may be substantially superior to the third best model (a predictive regression with t-GARCH(1,1)in mean effects, with a mean of 2.85%), especially in the light of the rather high monthly variance of UK stock returns, 4.71%. However, the information in Tables 2 and 3 affords no opportunity to statistically discriminate between these values. Therefore, Tables 4-6 present the various tests of equal predictive accuracy outlined in Section 3. Specifically, Table 4 reports Diebold-Mariano test statistics using both a squared (quadratic) loss function (above the diagonal) and an asymmetric linear exponential (linex) loss function (below the diagonal). Table 5 presents the GW test results for q = 2 above the diagonal and q = 7 below the diagonal. Finally, Table 6 reports the van Dijk-Franses (henceforth vDF) tests when the weighting functions are of types (ii) and (iii), i.e., W 2t = 1 − Φ(r j t ) and W 3t = Φ(r j t ), weighting either the left or the right tails of loss functions differences. 13
Starting with Table 4 , the entries above the main diagonal have to be read in the following way: when a model listed in a column significantly outperforms a model listed in the rows, the corresponding p-value will be small, ideally smaller than a 0.05 threshold. Such a small p-value indicates that the null of equal predictive accuracy under a given loss function, for a given asset return series, and at a given horizon can be rejected. The entries below the main diagonal have to be read as: when a model listed in a row significantly outperforms a model listed in a column (i.e., the null of equal predictive accuracy can be rejected), the corresponding p-value will be smaller than a 0.05 threshold. In the table, we have in fact boldfaced all p-values below or equal to 0.05. For instance, the boldfaced value of 0.004 on the top right corner of panel A (h = 1, stock return predictions) means that when the null of equal predictive accuracy for MSH and a simple, homoskedastic linear predictive regression is tested under a square loss function, the DM statistic yields a p-value of approximately 0.4%, which is highly statistically significant under all standard thresholds common to applied work. Table 4 overwhelmingly shows that the Markov switching models consistently outperform all other models, both linear and non-linear. The exceptions are few and essentially simply that under a square loss function it may hard to tell apart the Markov switching models (for which however, the null of equal predictive accuracy cannot be rejected, when MS and MSH are compared) from the third model in the rankings of Table 2 , the Logistic STR in which the T-bill rate is the transition variable. Table 4 also stresses a key difference between the test results for forecasts of stock vs. bond returns. In the latter case, MS and MSH end up producing a statistically significant more accurate prediction performance than most other models for both the square and the linex loss functions, this is not the case for stock return forecasts, where the finding of diffuse rejections of the null hypotheses of equal predictive accuracy when the benchmark is either MS and MSH applies only under a square loss function but not under an asymmetric, linex loss. This may relate to the fact that stock returns have an asymmetric unconditional distribution and-even though Markov switching models are superior in point forecasts-the large forecast errors in the left tail that the left-skewness in stock returns may induce, ends up leading to a predictive performance that is not statistically different under a linex loss function. Finally, while there is abundant evidence that the Markov switching model provides a statistically significant forecast improvement over the alternate models, there is very limited evidence that the other non-linear models significantly outperform the linear models.
This holds for both stock and bond returns, for both forecast horizons and under both the loss functions covered by Table 4 . Table 5 reports results of GW tests. In this case we have used only a square loss function, although results were qualitatively similar under a linex loss. 14 The table shows test results in the form of p-values, and for clarity we have once more boldfaced all p-values equal to or below 5%. Results above the main diagonal concern the case in which the set of instruments
] is set to include only two lags of past changes in differences of loss functions (q = 2); results below the main diagonal concern the case of q = 7. The general tone of the implications of GW tests are similar to those from DM tests in Table   4 : if there is any sign of sufficient evidence to reject the null of equal predictive accuracy, this evidence goes in favor of Markov switching models. However, we notice two major differences comparing Tables 4 and 5 .
First, and especially in the case of stock return predictions, when q = 2 and h = 1, there seems to be now some differences between MS and MSH, in the sense that while in most pair-wise comparisons most other models gave a recursive predictive performance that was inferior to the simpler MS model, this was not the case with respect to MSH. 15 Second, GW test (for both q = 2 and 7) signal the existence of substantial heterogeneity between short-and medium-term forecasting performances. For h = 1, it remains possible to tell apart a number of pairs of models, and the existence of sufficient evidence to reject the null of equal predictive accuracy seems to spread beyond the comparisons involving MS and MSH. This is especially obvious when the test is applied using long lags of past changes in loss function differentials, q = 7. On the contrary, for h = 12 there are very few pairs of models (cells) for which the null of equal predictive accuracy may be rejected. The GW evidence therefore weakens to some extent the DM evidence that the data contain sufficient evidence of heterogeneous recursive predictive performance at a 12-month horizon, when models seem instead to become very hard to tell apart. 6 reports results of the vDF tests. As before, results are shown as p-values and values below or equal to 0.05 are boldfaced. Results above (below) the main diagonal concern the case in which the loss differentials are weighted to apply penalties only to losses in the left (right) tail of the empirical distribution of loss differences. Once more, we have used only a square loss function, although results were qualitatively similar under a linex loss. 16 Although the general qualitative tone of the results in the table are comparable   to table 4 , where standard DM tests were applied, two differences stand out. First, in the case of stock returns forecasts, when a weighting function that only considers loss differences in the left tail, it is clear that there is considerable more power to tell the models apart in terms of their predictive accuracy. Even without entering into much detail, it is clear that approximately half of the cells above the main diagonal of panels A and B of Table   6 conveys the feeling that even when we weight standard DM tests to assign additional weight to either one of the tails of the loss differentials, the basic finding that regime switching models outperform simpler linear predictive regressions holds.
Robustness Checks
One simple criticism of our findings is that they may be highly sample specific, due to evaluating performance across the entire out-of-sample period. 19 We also repeat the DM, GW and DF tests over sub-periods, at least for the case of h = 1.
Again the findings are consistent across the sub-periods and supportive of our full sample analysis. 20
A further criticism of the methods adopted here is that the distribution of the Diebold-Mariano may be unknown in the presence of nested models. McCracken (2007) introduces a test statistic to compare two nested models for one-step ahead predictive horizons, comparable to the DM statistic that applies to non-linear models. We find our results are robust to accounting for nesting effects on the asymptotic distribution of the DM statistic. The MS and MSH models remain significantly more accurate than all the models they nest (i.e., linear models, random walk and AR (1)).
Finally to alleviate any concern that the van Dijk and Franses (2003) test statistics reported in Table   6 have employed strongly asymmetric weighting functions over either the left or right tail forecasts (loss functions differences), we provide robust evidence that are findings are not unduly influenced by this assumption. Table 8 reports the vDF tests under an additional weighting scheme which places extra weight on both the left and right tails, i.e., when the weighting function W 1t = 1 − φ(r j
Conclusions
In this paper we provide a comprehensive examination of the comparative predictive performance of linear and non-linear models for U.K. asset returns. In addition to basic linear models and standard autoregressive benchmarks we consider GARCH and EGARCH models and allow for ARCH-in-mean effects in the conditional mean. With respect to non-linear models we examine threshold, smooth transition and Markov switching models. The evidence in the prior literature is somewhat piecemeal, only considering subsets of these models, only stocks or bonds but rarely both, and a much smaller range of evaluation metrics and accuracy tests. Consequently it fails to provide a consistent message as to which models produce the most accurate forecasts of U.K. asset returns.
Our results provide a clear picture: that capturing non-linear effects in U.K. asset returns is important.
Moreover, the best predictive performance comes from Markov switching models. Not only is the predictive performance of this class of models relatively better, it is also statistically significantly better. This finding is particularly strong (i.e., uniformly obtained across different sample periods, different metrics, and alternative statistical tests of equal predictive accuracy) for short-term forecasts, especially of bond returns. Our results show that independent of the chosen evaluation metric, predictive accuracy test, choice of sample period or loss function Markov switching models consistently out-perform all other models.
[8] Bredin, D. and Hyde, S. 
Summary Statistics for Stock and Bond Returns vs. Prediction Variables
The table reports a few summary statistics for monthly stock and long-term government bond return series, and the macroeconomic variables employed as predictors of asset returns. The sample period is 1979:02 -2007:01. All returns are expressed in percentage terms. LB(j) denotes the j-th order Ljung-Box statistic. * denotes 5% significance, ** significance at 1%.
Series
Mean Overview of Forecasting Performance: Best Three Predictive Models According to Alternative Criteria Note: In all the columns, we have boldface the best three statistics (or the three highest p-values) returned across all models. In the column concerning the Ftest on coefficients of the Mincer-Zarnowitz regression, a p-value equal or above a threshold of 5% indicates that the null of α=0 and β=1 cannot be rejected with a high level of confidence. Franses (2003) . Boldfaced p-values are below the 5% threshold. In each panel, in cells above the main diagonal we report vDF pvalues under a symmetric, square loss function for a 1-month forecast horizon; below the main diagonal, we report vDF p-values for a 12-month horizon.
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